Glookies™
BECOME A SUPER HERO WITH THIS MAGNIFICENT HIT OF A CANNABIS STRAIN.

If Marvel Studios created an Avengers cannabis strain this would be it! Glookies™. Witness the power from this Indica dominant superhero of a strain, created by the careful fusion of two eclectic cannabis superstars. Gorilla Glue and The Original Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies need no introduction. Another incredible new addition to our Cali Collection arrives. A super stoney effect will be experienced along with motivational energies that will transform your day, filling it with drive. The taste of Glookies™ must be experienced to be believed. Imagine hints of Sour Diesel, Key Lime and Walnuts colliding to create one of the most exotic bouquets created in the cannabis world. Expect extensive side branching and phenomenal yields from Glookies™ huge 25% THC laden buds. Indoor yields of 800g per m² are achievable with outdoor weighing in at 2000-3000g per plant in ideal growing conditions.

Purple Punch™
ENJOY THE INCREDIBLE AND UNIQUE FLAVOURS OF THE ONE AND ONLY PURPLE PUNCH.

Purple Punch Auto™
ENJOY THE PUNGENT POWER OF THE PURPLE PUNCH IN FURIOUS AUTOFLOWERING FORMAT.

Purple Punch™
ENJOY THE INCREDIBLE AND UNIQUE FLAVOURS OF THE ONE AND ONLY PURPLE PUNCH.

Purple Punch Auto™
ENJOY THE PUNGENT POWER OF THE PURPLE PUNCH IN FURIOUS AUTOFLOWERING FORMAT.

Glooksies™
BECOME A SUPER HERO WITH THIS MAGNIFICENT HIT OF A CANNABIS STRAIN.

If Marvel Studios created an Avengers cannabis strain this would be it! Glookies™. Witness the power from this Indica dominant superhero of a strain, created by the careful fusion of two eclectic cannabis superstars. Gorilla Glue and The Original Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies need no introduction. Another incredible new addition to our Cali Collection arrives. A super stoney effect will be experienced along with motivational energies that will transform your day, filling it with drive. The taste of Glookies™ must be experienced to be believed. Imagine hints of Sour Diesel, Key Lime and Walnuts colliding to create one of the most exotic bouquets created in the cannabis world. Expect extensive side branching and phenomenal yields from Glookies™ huge 25% THC laden buds. Indoor yields of 800g per m² are achievable with outdoor weighing in at 2000-3000g per plant in ideal growing conditions.
Granddaddy Purple X Larry OG. Barney’s Farm continues to bring you awe-inspiring genetics from around the globe with another USA west coast powerhouse of a strain Purple Punch™. The delicate fusing of its Indica dominant parents Larry OG X Granddaddy Purple has provided a real tantalising gem. The exquisite smooth sensual tastes of Baked Apple Pie with cloves glazed with caramelised blueberry and cherries blend perfectly with the sedative calming effects that Purple Punch™ oozes. Expect a Short stocky plant with numerous astonishing trichome laden, high yielding branches just dripping with resin tested at 25% THC. This plant has a serious genetic steroid issue!!! It will flower in 50-60- days, reach 1.5m outdoors and produce up to 2kg.

Purple Punch™
- 40% Sativa. 60% Indica
- 600 - 700 gr/m²
- 150 cm
- 50/60 days
- September
- THC 25% CBD 2%

Purple Punch Auto™
- 80% Indica
- 350-400 gr/m²
- 80 cm
- 50/60 days
- THC 18% CBD 1%

Purple x BF Auto Critical. Crossing Purple Punch™ with our monster BF Auto Critical™ has been nothing short of spectacular. Imagine the taste, incredible relaxing effects and potential yields from this mind blowing USA X Barneys Farm linage! Granddaddy Purple X Larry OG X Big Bud X Skunk #1 This Indica dominant, 80cm, 18% THC, 1% CBD autoflowering beauty serves up a mouth-watering combination ensuring a happy, euphoric, relaxing sensation ideal for de stressing after a long day. Combine that with a distinctive taste of baked sweet Apple Pie with cloves along with the ensuing mind provoking aromas reminiscent of your favourite bakery. Expect up to a whopping 350-400 grams yield per plant from our Purple Punch Auto™ flowering from seed in only 50-60 days!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feminized Cali Collection</th>
<th>Cali Autoflowering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gorilla Zkittlez™</td>
<td>Zkittlez OG Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink Kush™</td>
<td>Glue Gelato 41 Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry Lemonade™</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Gelato 41™</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange Sherbert™</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiskaberry™</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autoflowering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSD Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pineapple Express Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Cheese Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Kush Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD Lemon Potion Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangerine Dream Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet Tooth Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malana Bomb Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sin Tra Bajo Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYC Diesel Auto™</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High CBD Medical Strains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBD Critical Cure™ FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD Blue Shark™ FEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD Lemon Potion Auto™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD Caramel Regular™</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breeders Selection Regular Seeds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghan Hash Plant Regular™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pineapple Haze Regular™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Kush Regular™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widow Remedy Regular™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G13 Haze Regular™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBD Caramel Regular™</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unleash the gigantic power of West Coast genetics with an amazing fusion of GG 4 and Zkittlez. Introducing Barney’s Farm brand new Gorilla Zkittlez™. An exquisite trichome celebration awaits the patient following 60 days in bloom. You won’t forget the first time you experience her fertile fruits. Leaning toward the Indica side of the cannabis spectrum, this emerging favourite is a powerful and thought provoking beauty, whose trichome-laden glistening pistils will delight all comers. Why not let her medical grade 24% THC seduce you into a warm realm of rest and relaxation that you will never want to leave.

Gorilla Zkittlez™
- 40% Sativa. 60% Indica
- 600-700 gr/m²
- 140/170 cm
- 55/65 days
- Early October
- THC 24% CBD Low

Buy Now

GG 4 X Zkittlez.

Pink Kush™ is a stunning and highly regarded relative of OG Kush which visually defies reality with her breathtaking pink and purple hues. Her flowers are dense and shimmer in the light with glistening trichomes in less than 70 days. Pink Kush™ produces dense buds, so low humidity preferable. You can expect heavyweight effects in addition to a much-loved light feeling that provides guaranteed sensual satisfaction. Rich in terpenes, Pink Kush™ tantalizes the nostrils and clears the senses. Flowering indoors is normally complete in 9 weeks, outdoors a dry climate is preferred. High yields can be expected 600-700 gr/m².

Pink Kush™
- 80% Indica
- 650 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 50/60 days
- End September
- THC 24% CBD 1.4%

Buy Now

OG Kush Hybrid.

Pink Kush™ is a stunning and highly regarded relative of OG Kush which visually defies reality with her breathtaking pink and purple hues. Her flowers are dense and shimmer in the light with glistening trichomes in less than 70 days. Pink Kush™ produces dense buds, so low humidity preferable. You can expect heavyweight effects in addition to a much-loved light feeling that provides guaranteed sensual satisfaction. Rich in terpenes, Pink Kush™ tantalizes the nostrils and clears the senses. Flowering indoors is normally complete in 9 weeks, outdoors a dry climate is preferred. High yields can be expected 600-700 gr/m².
Blueberry X Gelato 41. **Blue Gelato 41™** is our sensational new Blueberry super-cross with Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies and the fresh and fruity Indica, Sunset Sherbert. Blue Gelato will rapidly plunge you into a tranquil pool of potent psychedelic pleasure. Many phenotypes display blue/purple flowers, all are smeared in thick resin and ooze sweet and earthy citrus flavours. Let this fabled Indica fascinate your taste buds and massage pain away leaving pure satisfaction and joy. Although Gelato’s aromas are wonderfully intoxicating, effects are generally clear headed and energetic.

Strawberry X Lemonade OG. We are delighted to introduce this brand new Strawberry & Lemon flavoured creation from Barneys Farm. Crossing the highly potent & mostly sativa Strawberry with the phenomenal Lemonade OG produced a strain that makes nostrils fizz, taste buds explode and brains bubble. An array of fruity tasting terpenes transports you into a strawberry coloured world of relaxation, relieving pain and leaving you feeling invigorated and energetic. **Strawberry Lemonade™** is hugely popular for daytime activities, with lab tests reporting a massive THC content of above 20%. Whatever you do, don’t miss out on this sparkling new addition to the Barneys Farm catalogue.
Orange Cream X Purple Urkle X Cherry Pie. Orange Sherbert™, a powerful and invigorating Indica dominant hybrid with intoxicating and mouth-watering effects. This is an all American strain that gathers together Orange Cream, Purple Urkle and Cherry Pie in one amazing Candy/Orange tasting plant. Grows out the most amazing dense orange and purple flowers imaginable with a taste that is an incredibly outstanding deep orange. Very Indica relaxing effect leaves the body and mind in a chilled and peaceful place. This plant is one of the easiest to grow. Plants will grow up to 1.3 meters and produce huge colas of delicious bud. Side branches like support in the last few weeks of flowering.

Shiskaberry™

Blueberry X Afghan. Getting our Shiskaberry™ strain to this stage has been a complex work in progress for years and we are delighted to finally introduce this unique and wonderful strain to our catalog. Shiskaberry™ is a unique experience. Her pungent earthy, spicy notes leave a memorable, delicious aftertaste. Her beautiful berry scent will submerse you in a deeper dimension of delight and insight. Shiskaberry™ is one stunning Indica who will put you where you need to be and keep you there. She may loosen your tongue, then make you happy, before giving you a full body relaxing massage. Who could ask for more?
**Critical Kush™**

- **30% Sativa. 70% Indica**
- **650 gr/m²**
- **90/100 cm**
- **55/60 days**
- **Early October**
- **THC 24% **
- **CBD 1.2%**

1 € 10.50
3 € 29

**Girl Scout Cookies X OG Kush.**

**Cookies Kush™** has quickly become a phenomenon within the cannabis community. This amazing strain was created through crossing our Girl Scout Cookies phenotype with a powerful OG Kush. This project gave incredible results from the beginning, merging the powerful mint chocolate flavour with the amazing smell and taste of Girl Scout Cookies. This strain is very forgiving to difficult conditions and easy to grow. You can expect huge yields in 8 weeks of indoor flowering.

**Critical Kush™**

- **100% Indica**
- **650 gr/m²**
- **100/110 cm**
- **55/60 days**
- **End September**
- **THC 25% **
- **CBD 1.8%**

1 € 10.50
3 € 29

**Critical Mass X OG Kush.**

**Critical Kush™** comes from a blend of the famous Critical Mass with our own OG Kush. This is an extremely vigorous and powerful Indica plant which yields huge amounts of strong Kush. You can take pleasure in its sticky feel, crystal covered buds, aromatic scent and don’t forget the ultimate knockout stone. This new hybrid is a significant advance in modern marijuana breeding and its Indica dominant nature makes it ideal for relaxation, pain relief and late night smoking. You can expect flowers within 8 weeks from this medium height plant.
Blueberry Purple X Cookies Kush. Blending two of the worlds most distinguished strains and reproducing the best characteristics from both these noble genetics was a complex assignment. In Blueberry OG™ - we have succeeded in creating a strain with the classic Indica power of the Blueberry plant with the rich psychoactive backbone of the infamous OG Kush. This highly rewarding hybrid will leave any grower breathless. Huge colas of packed buds develop on the maturing plant. A rich fragrance of sweet citrus and musk flood from every harvest. The plant grows medium height with many rewarding side branches allowing for a harvest up to 700gr/m².

Blueberry OG™
- 30% Sativa. 70% Indica
- 650 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 56/62 days
- End September
- THC 24% CBD 1.2%

Buy Now

Blueberry OG™ 1 € 10 5 € 42

Blueberry OG™ 3 € 27 10 € 78

Peyote Cookies™
- 5% Sativa. 95% Indica
- 550-600 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 55/65 days
- Early October
- THC 21% CBD 1.4%

Buy Now

Peyote Cookies™ 1 € 11 5 € 46

Peyote Cookies™ 3 € 30 10 € 87

Peyote Purple X Cookies Kush. Peyote Cookies™ originates from crossing Peyote Purple and our legendary Cookies Kush™. A large and detailed selection and back-crossing process isolated the very best qualities of both parents into one strain. Peyote Cookies™ grows into a heavy and dense stocky plant. The flowering plant displays a dazzling ruby red and purple complexion. This strain is mould and mildew resistant and grows superbly both indoors or outdoors. Peyote Cookies™ has a very intense guava and earthy flavour, with impressions of vanilla and coffee with a powerful, relaxing and long lasting effect.
Red River Delta X Master Kush.
The Farm received a gift of these Red River Delta seeds some years ago. When grown out these incredibly beautiful purple/ruby red plants were a revelation. By crossing with the original Master Kush we found a perfect plant. *Ayahuasca Purple™* displays almost pure Indica traits. Wide fan leaves and a short strong heavyset structure carries colossal dense buds that turn to a beautiful purple hew in the last two weeks of flowering. Branches need support in the final week of flowering. This strain creates a heavenly, relaxing and satisfying effect with a rich, rare hazelnut and papaya aroma.

Pineapple Chunk™

- **20% Sativa, 80% Indica**
- **600 gr/m²**
- **90/100 cm**
- **55/60 days**
- **End September**
- **25% THC, 1.1% CBD**

\[\begin{array}{c|c|c}
1 & €10 & 5 & €42 \\
3 & €27 & 10 & €78 \\
\end{array}\]

**Pineapple X Skunk #1 X Cheese.**
We crossed the famous "Barney's" Pineapple with our Cheese/Skunk #1 with the intention of breeding into this new variety the essence and flavour of these two delicious strains. The result is an extremely vigorous and stable plant. Mould and disease resistant. The essence and flavour of *Pineapple Chunk™* is immediately obvious. Its aroma of earthy Cheese X Skunk is backed up by a secondary scent of Pineapple. The taste is delicious and unique. Earthy flavours are underpinned by a strong tasty Pineapple aftershock. A huge giver with a massive THC output and high CBD giving a powerful couch lock effect.

Ayahuasca Purple™

- **100% Indica**
- **650 gr/m²**
- **90/100 cm**
- **55/65 days**
- **End September**
- **21% THC, 1.4% CBD**

\[\begin{array}{c|c|c}
1 & €10 & 5 & €42 \\
3 & €27 & 10 & €78 \\
\end{array}\]
Tangerine Dream™

- 60% Sativa. 40% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 60/65 days
- Early October
- 23% THC. 1.8% CBD

1 € 11 5 € 46
3 € 30 10 € 87

Buy Now

Peyote Purple X Critical Kush.

Peyote Critical™ - created by crossing Peyote Purple and Critical Kush™. The result is an Indica hybrid that combines all the raw power of the Critical Kush™ with the notorious sweet flavour and colourful brilliance of the Peyote Purple. These two plants are perfectly matched, their striking similarities making this a truly harmonious blend. Both parent plants are short flowering, produce exceptional yields and are tough too. One for the senses, delicious sweet earthy flavours, and aromas of aged wood and sweet coffee. Powerful, sweet tasting and big yielding.

G13 X Afghan X Neville’s A5 Haze.

Tangerine Dream™ is an Sativa dominant strain that offers tangy Tangerine aromas and flavours, giving an instant relaxing and cerebral high. This plant has a short flowering time at just 65 days; however it will need supporting in its final weeks. Tangerine Dream™ grows up to a metre tall, and its strong side branches yield an impressive 600g per square meter. Colas grow large and heavy, beautifully coated with red and orange trichomes.
**Liberty Haze™**

- **60% Sativa. 40% Indica**
- **600 gr/m²**
- **100/110 cm**
- **60/65 days**
- **Early October**
- **25% THC (1.3%)**

1. **€ 11**
2. **€ 29**
3. **€ 45**
4. **€ 87**

**G13 X ChemDawg 91.**

*Liberty Haze™* is a strain created from a crossing of G13 with a fast flowering ChemDawg 91. This strain has both Indica and Sativa characteristics, and has a fast flowering time of 8-9 weeks, where it grows to a medium height. This plant has a substantial girth, and performs excellently both indoors and outdoors. The long dense colas start to fatten up in the last few weeks, producing dense buds in a beautiful red and purple calyx. The buzz is immediate and long lasting, creating a euphoric cerebral effect. This strain has a distinct lime taste and fragrance.

**Blue Cheese™**

- **20% Sativa. 80% Indica**
- **650 gr/m²**
- **80/90 cm**
- **50/60 days**
- **End September**
- **23% THC (0.8%)**

1. **€ 10.50**
2. **€ 29**
3. **€ 45**
4. **€ 85**

**Original Cheese X Blueberry.**

This strain of *Blue Cheese™* is one of the best and strongest on the market, and is guaranteed to knock your head off. This is an easy to grow strain, which creates an incredible yield of fragrant and tasty buds. The intense aged-cheese flavours are softened by a sweet blueberry aftertaste. The short stocky plant has strong side branches which develop heavy sticky colas in a short flowering period. Prepare to relax because this is a true sensation for Indica enthusiasts. This is now available in an autoflowering strain.
**G13 Haze™**

- 80% Sativa. 20% Indica
- 550 gr/m²
- 100/110 cm
- 65/70 days
- Mid October
- THC 22% CBD 1.2%

**Buy Now**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>€11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>€46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>€30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>€87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**G13 X Hawaiian Sativa.**

What happens when you mix the legendary G13 with our favourite Hawaiian Sativa? You get a plant with an extraordinary density of flower and resin production. The **G13 Haze™** offer healthy yields and the intense aromas and flavours of fruit and spice lead to powerful, cerebral effects, and make the smoke worth savouring. This plant grows medium short and compact for a Sativa dominant strain, and is perfect for SOG and ScrOG gardens.

---

**LSD™**

- 30% Sativa. 70% Indica
- 700 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 60/65 days
- Early October
- THC 25% CBD 1.2%

**Buy Now**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>€10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>€45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>€29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>€85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Original Skunk #1 X Afghan Indica.**

**LSD™** is a hardy mould and disease resistant plant that responds well to all growing conditions. It was given its name by the Barney’s crew because of its powerful trippy high. This plant is very easy to grow, and can give you a high yield of award winning and powerful buds. **LSD™** gives a euphoric, psychedelic and powerful stoned effect, giving an immense cerebral high. **LSD™** has a musky smell with the intense flavour of earthy chestnut.

---

**Indica Cup Winner 2008**

**Original Skunk #1 X Afghan Indica.**

**LSD™** is a hardy mould and disease resistant plant that responds well to all growing conditions. It was given its name by the Barney’s crew because of its powerful trippy high. This plant is very easy to grow, and can give you a high yield of award winning and powerful buds. **LSD™** gives a euphoric, psychedelic and powerful stoned effect, giving an immense cerebral high. **LSD™** has a musky smell with the intense flavour of earthy chestnut.

---

**Cannabis Cup Winner 2006 & 2007**

**G13 X Hawaiian Sativa.**

What happens when you mix the legendary G13 with our favourite Hawaiian Sativa? You get a plant with an extraordinary density of flower and resin production. The **G13 Haze™** offer healthy yields and the intense aromas and flavours of fruit and spice lead to powerful, cerebral effects, and make the smoke worth savouring. This plant grows medium short and compact for a Sativa dominant strain, and is perfect for SOG and ScrOG gardens.
Old Cheese X Blue Cheese.

**Triple Cheese™** is the crossing of our **Blue Cheese™** with the powerful Original Cheese (Skunk #1 phenotype), created over many generations of selections and back crossing to give this amazing strain. **Triple Cheese™** is everything we wanted to create and more. But wait, it gets better; this plant is easy to grow and produces dense buds with a remarkable blueberry and Old Cheese taste. The indisputable dank cheese flavour dominates this strain, and packs a punch.

*Triple Cheese™* 20% Sativa. 80% Indica

- **600 gr/m²**
- **90/100 cm**
- **55/60 days**
- **End September**

**THC** 22%  **CBD** 1.2%

1€ 10 5€ 42

3€ 27 10€ 78

Buy Now

Afghani Kush X Kashmir.

**Vanilla Kush™** combines a fast flowering Afghan strain with the unique Kashmir seeds collected by Barneys in the mid-1980s. **Vanilla Kush™** marries the Indica strength of the best Afghani genetics with the high mountain aromas of the Kashmir valley. **Vanilla Kush™** grows to a medium height with bushy side branches. These give healthy yields of dense colas, covered with beautiful red and gold calyx. The flowers then cure to produce magnificent buds that encapsulate the scent of wild vanilla and pine. The result is a strong, long lasting and relaxing high.

*Vanilla Kush™* 20% Sativa. 80% Indica

- **600 gr/m²**
- **90/100 cm**
- **55/60 days**
- **End September**

**THC** 22%  **CBD** 1.0%

1€ 9 5€ 39

3€ 25 10€ 75

Buy Now
**Laughing Buddha™**

- 80% Sativa. 20% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 100/110 cm
- 70/75 days
- End October
- THC 22% CBD 1.6%

**Bad Azz Kush™**

- 100% Indica
- 700 gr/m²
- 100/110 cm
- 55/60 days
- End September
- THC 24% CBD 1.1%

Original OG X Urkel X Afghan Kush. Bad Azz Kush™ is a strain which was created by breeding a true Indica which is rich in history dating back to 98 in Los Angeles. Bad Azz Kush™ originally started life from specially selected breeding by our friends in L.A. over years of careful and persistent work. By crossing the Original OG with Afghan Kush and from there crossing it with Urkel, Bad Azz Kush™ was born. The plant can stretch in the flowering period and will need some space for enormous colas to develop. This is a heavy resin producing strain with enticing and unique dank and subtle forest fruit aromas. We owe a special thank you to our friend and rapper Bad Azz from Tha Dogg Pound Gangsta Crips.

Thai X Jamaican. Laughing Buddha™ is an almost pure Sativa strain, created by crossing our pure landrace Thai Sativa with our Jamaican Hybrid. This plant has a longer flowering period, but will reward you with large, tight and heavy buds from a one metre tall plant. It will need to be supported in the last three weeks of flowering. It is a beautifully fragrant plant, giving off concentrated sweet aromas of exotic fruits. The results are an energetic Sativa high.
Brazilian landrace.

**Utopia Haze™** is the result from generations of backcrossing and selection from a prized Brazilian landrace. In its first Cannabis cup the **Utopia Haze™** took both Cannabis and Sativa cups, and was called the overall favourite of the event. This is a tall mould and disease resistant plant, growing up to 130cm, and boasts a high yield of 650g per square metre. It bursts with citrus and mint flavours, and will give you a long lasting cerebral Sativa high.

**Soma’s Amnesia Haze X Lemon Skunk.**

**Amnesia Lemon™** was created in collaboration with Barneys and the legendary Soma, winning the Cannabis Cup in 2004. Following this huge win Soma passed on his very best phenotype of Amnesia Haze to Barneys Farm Labs. **Amnesia Lemon™** is a delicious blend made by a crossing Amnesia Haze with Lemon Skunk. The tantalising flavours combined with the power and resilience of both lineages produced this spectacular strain. The uplifting and cerebral high is definitely Sativa and will leaving you wanting more. The **Amnesia Lemon™** has a flowering cycle of just 8 to 9 weeks and grows medium high, with long dense colas.
Heirloom Sativa strain. A strain named in honour of an amazing Cannabis advocate, researcher and author, Dr. Lester Grinspoon. This is a pure heirloom Sativa which grows tall and thin. This plant requires a longer flowering time, but when mature the colas resemble compact green and reddish brown beads. These loosely hang on thin stems, the buds give a lemon and sumac scent and produce a light smoke with tangy tropical fruit aromas. Dr. Grinspoon™ offers an old school Sativa of the highest order, which gives a strong, long lasting, energetic and cerebral high.

Phantom Cookies X OG Kush. Phantom OG™ was created by crossing the Sativa dominant Phantom Cookies with OG Kush. The Sativa dominant hybrid not only has a short flowering period, but a much higher yield and higher cannabinoid levels, while keeping the Phantom Cookies unique colours and its flavours of walnut and wild berry. Phantom OG™ grows to 1.2 meters indoors and easily to 1.50 meters outdoors with flowers rapidly growing to excellence in just 55 to 65 days. Production is enormous! With a crop of purple hued delicious nutty bud that releases a warm cerebral high and comforting stone effect.
Central American.

Barney’s Farm are continually pushing the limits of marijuana genetics, improving their selection and breeding processes to create something that is truly breath-taking. Acapulco Gold™ is the next generation of marijuana. Like the original namesake the Acapulco Gold™ flowers with fat colas, flecked with beautiful reddish brown calyx, each covered with beautiful crystals of THC. The smoke has an intense fruit cocktail flavour that lingers for hours. This is a Sativa dominant strain that offers a long lasting high, balancing relaxing stress reduction with a real upbeat effect. Acapulco Gold™ far surpasses the rhapsodized smoke of days past.

Acapulco Gold™

- 70% Sativa. 30% Indica
- 500 gr/m²
- 100/110 cm
- 60/70 days
- Mid October
- 21% THC 0.7%

Sativa Cup Winner 2010

Chronic Thunder™

- 20% sativa. 80% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 55/60 days
- End September
- 20% THC 0.6%

Chronic X Alaskan Thunder Fuck.

By crossing the long established and superior genetics of both the legendary Alaskan Thunder with the stable and high yielding Dr. Chronic, Chronic Thunder™ was born. This wonderful blend of genetics creates a high yielding, short flowering Indica dominant hybrid that grows up to 100cm tall indoors. The flowering time is only 8.5 weeks which will have heavy side branches that need support in their final flowering stage. Chronic Thunder™ produces a relaxing, satisfied high with a unique dried cinnamon fragrance and delicious flavour.

Chronic Thunder™

- € 8
- € 22
- € 34
- € 65

Buy Now
Malana Charas X Hindu Kush.

We spent some time in the Himalayas and the Malana Valley collecting and carefully selecting the very best genetics from the region. The Malana Charas was selected for its potency and hash giving characteristics. Crossing with the pure Indica Hindu Kush gave birth to Violator Kush™, a heavy producing Indica dominant strain. This plant grows short with big leaves, big stems and well developed side branches, which will need to be supported. Violator Kush™ displays an extraordinary density of trichomes, with an amazing musty smell and taste. This strain will give an amazing and comfortable couch hugging effect.

Violator Kush™

- 20% Sativa, 80% Indica
- 650 gr/m²
- 80/90 cm
- 55/60 days
- End September
- THC 22% CBD 1.5%

1 €9 5 €39
3 €25 10 €75

Buy Now

Red Diesel™

- 50% Sativa, 50% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 60/65 days
- Early October
- THC 20% CBD 0.9%

1 €8.40 5 €37
3 €23 10 €69

Buy Now

California Orange X NYC Diesel.

Red Diesel™ brings together our famous NYC Diesel with the sweet citrus of the Californian Orange Bud plant. This plant is hardy and grows to a medium size, but the side branches will need supporting in the last week of flowering. The large colas are filled with resin, and are coated with the dominant red hairs of the Cali Orange. Red Diesel™ combines the best of a trippy cerebral Sativa high with the relaxing tranquillity of the Indica.
**Sweet Tooth #1**

- 30% Sativa. 70% Indica
- 550 gr/m²
- 80/90 cm
- 55/60 days
- End September
- THC 20% CBD 1.2%

**Afghani X Nepalese X Hawaiian. Sweet Tooth #1™** took the world by storm in the early 2000’s, winning three successive Cannabis Cups. Acclaimed for its intense sweet grapefruit flavour and excellent production the **Sweet Tooth #1™** strain grows compact and is fast flowering, producing a tremendous yield of highly potent buds, dripping with enormous resin content. Branches will need supporting in the final weeks of flowering. **Sweet Tooth #1™** produces a hardy mould resistant plant and will adapt to extreme conditions making it easily accessible to all levels of grow. The sweet grapefruit flavours of **Sweet Tooth #1™** delight both connoisseur and novice growers and a must have for collectors.

**Red Dragon™**

- 60% Sativa. 40% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 80/90 cm
- 55/60 days
- End September
- THC 22% CBD 1.2%

**Brazilian X Afghani.**

The crossing of a Pakistani Kush with a true Brazilian Sativa paved the way for one of our most exotic strains. **Red Dragon™** gives a distinctive and immediately exotic Sativa high, with a relaxing effect that lasts for hours. The finished buds encapsulate the flavour and smell of Guava fruit within unique red and green colas. **Red Dragon™** grows medium short, and has a short 8 week flowering period. This plant gives a big yield of highly prized product, but finishes outdoor by the end of September.
Afghanistan X Pakistan.
Some of the very best hashish in the world is found between the mountainous border of Afghanistan & Pakistan. After many years of selectively inbreeding superior genetics from this region, we have now got a strain that is very easy to grow, even in the most unfavourable conditions. This short and sturdy plant is a good choice for both SOG and ScrOG gardens. **8 Ball Kush™** grows wide, with thick stems and dark leaves that produce dense buds. The flavours all resemble a classic Kush, earthy and musky, with deep spicy accents.

Stella Blue X Nepali Kush.
This is a cross of our famous Stella Blue with our Nepali Kush. The results give a truly beautiful experience, crossing the aroma and punch of each strain. The pepper of Stella tempered with the minty aftertaste of Nepali will blow your mind, and could quickly become one of your favourite strains. The plant grows to a medium height, and creates large dense colas in a beautiful array of colours. The branches really fill out, producing large yields of seductively aromatic cannabis. The side branches will need supporting as they fill out in the final two weeks of flowering.
LSD Auto™

- LSD X Super Magnum Auto
- 40% Sativa. 60% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 90/120 cm
- 9-10 weeks
- THC High, CBD Medium

1  € 9  5  € 39  
3  € 25  10  € 75

Zkittles OG Auto™

- Zkittlez X OG Kush X Auto
- 50% Sativa. 50% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 100/130 cm
- 10-11 weeks
- THC High, CBD Low

1  € 10  5  € 42  
3  € 27  10  € 78

Glue Gelato 41 Auto™

- Glue X Gelato X Autoflowering
- 30% Sativa. 70% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 90/120 cm
- 9-10 weeks
- THC High, CBD Low

1  € 9  5  € 39  
3  € 25  10  € 75
**Pineapple Express Auto™**
- Pineapple Chunk X Super Auto
- 30% Sativa. 70% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 100/110 cm
- 8-9 weeks
- THC: High, CBD: Medium

1: €9  5: €39  3: €25  10: €75

**Blue Cheese Auto™**
- Blue Cheese X Ruderalis
- 20% Sativa. 80% Indica
- 500 gr/m²
- 80/100 cm
- 8-9 weeks
- THC: High, CBD: Low

1: €9  5: €39  3: €25  10: €75

**Critical Kush Auto™**
- Critical Kush X Advanced Autoflowering Strain
- 10% Sativa. 90% Indica
- 550 gr/m²
- 70/80 cm
- 9-10 weeks
- THC: High, CBD: Low

1: €9  5: €39  3: €25  10: €75
**CBD Lemon Potion Auto™**
- BF Lemon X CBD Crew
- CBD enriched X Auto
- 40% Sativa, 60% Indica
- 400 gr/m²
- 80/90 cm
- 9-10 weeks
- THC 15%, CBD 15%
- Price: €9, €25, €75

**Tangerine Dream Auto™**
- Tangerine Dream X Autoflower #1
- 60% Sativa, 40% Indica
- 500 gr/m²
- 60/70 cm
- 9-10 weeks
- THC High, CBD Medium
- Price: €9, €25, €75

**Sweet Tooth Auto™**
- Sweet Tooth X Auto
- 40% Sativa, 60% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 70/90 cm
- 8-9 weeks
- THC High, CBD Medium
- Price: €9, €25, €75
**Malana Bomb Auto™**
- Malana Charas Plant X Lowryder #1
- 30% Sativa. 70% Indica
- 550 gr/m²
- 70/90 cm
- 9-10 weeks
- THC High / CBD Low

1 € 8.50 5 € 37
3 € 23 10 € 69

**Sin Tra Bajo Auto™**
- Mazari X Lowryder #1
- 10% Sativa. 90% Indica
- 550 gr/m²
- 55/65 cm
- 8-9 weeks
- THC High / CBD Low

1 € 8.50 5 € 37
3 € 23 10 € 69

**NYC Diesel Auto™**
- NYC Diesel X Auto
- 40% Sativa. 60% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 9-10 weeks
- THC High / CBD Medium

1 € 8.50 5 € 37
3 € 23 10 € 69
CBD Blue Shark™
(Medical feminized)

- 40% Sativa. 60% Indica
- 550 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 60/65 days
- Early October
- THC 16% CBD 16%

| 1 | €10 | 5 | €42 | Buy Now |
| 3 | €27 | 10 | €78 | Buy Now |

Skunk #1 X Blueberry X Shark Shock X CBD.
A Barney’s Farm / CBD Crew Collaboration. CBD Blue Shark™ is an Indica dominant strain created by a cross of Skunk #1 and CBD Enhanced. Blueberry was crossed with the classic Shark Shock and finally bred with our CBD enriched Sativa to give this outstanding result. The plant is ideal for pain and nausea relief, and gives it’s user a relaxing and satisfying tranquil effect. This is a fast flowering plant; ready to harvest in just 8-9 weeks of flowering. This strain is hardy and mould resistant, and gives a great yield of citrus flavours flecked with a hint of Jasmine.

CBD Critical Cure™
(Medical feminized)

- 20% Sativa. 80% Indica
- 600 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 55/60 days
- End September
- THC 12% CBD 18%

| 1 | €10.50 | 5 | €45 | Buy Now |
| 3 | €29 | 10 | €85 | Buy Now |

Critical Kush X Shanti Baba’s CBD Enhanced.
Barneys Farm / CBD Crew Collaboration. A crossing of the legendary Indica Critical Kush™ crossed with Shanti Baba’s CBD enhanced strain. This is a fast flowering strain that produces huge heavy buds, but will need to be supported in the final weeks of flowering. The flowers are full of resin and CBD Critical Cure™ has an intense and earthy flavour, with an added hint of sweetness. The therapeutic benefits will speak for themself.

CBD Blue Shark™
(Medical feminized)

- 60% Sativa. 40% Indica
- 550 gr/m²
- 90/100 cm
- 60/65 days
- Early October
- THC 16% CBD 16%

| 1 | €10 | 5 | €42 | Buy Now |
| 3 | €27 | 10 | €78 | Buy Now |
Afghan. The Afghan Hash Plant™ was chosen from seeds collected in the 1970’s, from the best traditional hash makers in the Mazari Sharif region. An exciting few years were then spent growing out and selecting the strongest and tastiest phenotypes for our breeding stock, from there the Afghan Hash Plant™ was unearthed. It is a champion hash making variety and is one of our favourite pure Indica strains. This has become an important building-block in other Barneys Farm hybrids and in just 8 weeks flowering, the Afghan Hash Plant™ develops dense resin-dripping flowers, releasing a rich sandalwood aroma that’s undercut with a punch of citrus.

Afghan X Skunk#1 X Old School Haze. Pineapple Haze™ is the coming together of the legendary earthy Afghan X Skunk#1 and the spicy Old School Haze. This produced a supreme Sativa dominant hybrid with an extravagant harvest, delicious pineapple flavours together with a heavenly cerebral high. The average yield is 600 gr/m² indoors, but a longer pre-flowering time will increase up to 700gr/m². Pineapple Haze™ thrives outdoors in most climates and yields of 1.5 kilos per plant are not unusual. The plant is mould resistant, hardy and rewarding for even the most novice grower. EC levels at a maximum of 1,70 EC during the flowering period will help the plant to its ultimate best.
**Widow Remedy™**

- **60% Sativa, 40% Indica**
- **500/600 gr/m²**
- **90/110 cm**
- **55/65 days**
- **Early October**
- **THC 18% CBD 3%**
- **€ 66**

For connoisseurs in search of the ultimate Critical Kush™ mother. A fusion of two of the world’s most distinguished genetics, Critical Mass (Mr. Nice) and our own OG Kush. The Critical Kush™ hybrid is powerful and extremely vigorous yielding huge amounts of beautiful and very potent flowers. The Kush taste is unmistakable and the yield per plant is phenomenal. The plant grows to a medium height with side branches needing extra support to carry the weight of beautifully developed majestic colas of bud. Critical Kush™ produces dense, heavy flowers.

**Tijuana Sativa / Kerala India X Afghan.**

Widow Remedy™ was created by first crossing Tijuana Sativa with Kerala which created a beautiful Sativa dominant plant, flowering with high levels of cannabinoids. The strain was then further developed when combined with a pure Afghan, mainly to increase yield, shorten the flowering period and the added bonus of increased CBD potency in the final selection. The final result from this three-way blend is a remarkable hybrid with lineage approaching to the widow strain with added CBD. Widow Remedy™ is an effective cure for pain relief, insomnia and comfort for nausea. Rainy day blues evaporate in its mist.
Brazilian X Himalaya X Afghan X CBD enriched.

CBD Caramel™ is a CBD enriched exotic 3-way fusion. A 70%/30% Indica dominant strain with 1:1 CBD-THC. The plant has dynamic growth from the start. The plant produces a very resinous, Sativa like flower structure, that is ready in just 60 days! An indoor yield of 500 gr/m² is easily attainable. CBD Caramel™ is also ideal for outdoor growing. CBD Caramel™ produces sweet sticky buds whose psychoactive effects are mellow, cerebral and comforting to patients needing to medicate while free from a stoned effect.

G13 X Hawaiian Sativa.

Maintaining our mystical G13 legend by crossing G13 with a classic Skunk#1. Crossing the G13 X Skunk#1 with our favourite Hawaiian Sativa, Barneys Farm has taken the G13 legend soaring to a celestial high, creating the famous G13 Haze™. This plant produces a high that covers the complete spectrum of effects, with a full body stone combined with a psychedelic Sativa high. The combination is powerful, heavenly and unforgettable. G13 Haze™ grows relatively tall and produces an outstanding generous flower structure with healthy resin production.

CBD Caramel Regular™
- 100% Indica
- 700/800 gr/m²
- 100/110 cm
- 50/60 days
- End September
- THC: 18% CBD: 18%

G13 Haze Regular™
- 65% Sativa. 35% Indica
- 500/600 gr/m²
- 100/110 cm
- 65/75 days
- End October
- THC: 24% CBD: 1.8%
Disclaimer

We dispatch our marijuana seeds with the reservation that they will not be used in conflict with national laws. Customers must be aware that cannabis seeds are illegal in some countries. Barney’s Farm provides these seeds on condition that they will not be taken to countries where they are illegal. Those doing so are solely responsible for their own actions and Barney’s Farm accepts no responsibility in this regard.

For Information on all our products visit us at:
www.barneysfarm.com

These unique varieties of Cannabis seeds are available only from:
Barney’s Farm Seed Company

Facebook.com/BarneysFarm